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About This Content

Distinguish yourself by leaving sizzling, corrosive footprints on the ground, marking the pathway of the vengeful agent of the
Inquisition.
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Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7+ (8 / 8.1 / 10)

Processor: Intel CPU Core i3-2120 (3.3 GHz) / AMD CPU FX-6300 (3.5 GHz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 760 (2 GB) / AMD Radeon HD 7850 (2 GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space
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Tedious, tedious load screens and mission end screens. The controls are counterintuitive as well. Don't waste your money.
. For a 99 cent port of an indie game from the Xbox Marketplace, this game was actually really fun to play. Although, yes, it is
clearly not a finished game, and I beat it in only about 2 hours, it was an absolute blast for the two hours it lasted. I would
recommend you try it out, and if you don't like it, at least you only spent 99\u00a2. Definitely recommend this game. Bought it
because I used to play it on my friend's phone, and it's still as great as it was back then. The music is great and the gameplay is
fun. 10/10. id recommend this game i love the play style and the graphics i like the different mechanics within the game to
create different robots so that you can fight and win the game diffrently each time. This game is too much fun, especially for
speedrun enthusiasts!!!!. Max is terrible at parkour; he take almost 1 second to jump when you tell him to.
That make sense because he's an ordinary human, am I right?

Good luck have fun with the game.

. Hey it is working for me, discount weekend, YES!. Didn't like it. The Bejewel-esque fights as you progressed through the
game just got longer and tedious and the puzzle solving elements got more tedious as the game droned on. The map controls
were unintuitive and seemed like they were designed for a tablet device. Save your money for something better.. A completely
average tower defence game. The pirate setting is enjoyable and the graphics are nice; the music is repetitive and it does get
grindy at times. Probably best to wait for a sale.. This is a fun game with a cool idea for the gameplay. 8.2/10
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This garbageware crashed the first time I ran it, then once it opened the second time I found you can only run it in fullscreen, or
windowed. You can't maximize the window, and you can't run the game in windowed-fullscreen. So, your options are to have
the game taking over the entire screen while losing the ability to see your taskbar, or, a tiny little window floating in the middle
of the desktop at some ridiculously undersized resolution. I can't find an .ini to override and my 3rd party resizer apps don't
seem to work with this piece of crap game either.

It's 2016 and coders are still pulling this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ nonsense.. holy jesus this game brings back memories
this game along with another paved the way my era of strategy gaming and vehicular warfare introducing me to games such as
war thunder way back in 2014 and world of tanks in 2015 both of which i have completed
this game is a blast from the past and a look into my old self and what i was into back in my childhood
i started off with battlestations pacific in 2008 and moved onto wings of prey war thunder then world of tanks
i went from a 6 year old playing strategy games to a 15 year old earning money off of streaming and tournaments everyone has
humble beginnings and this game absolutely changed my life and got me into strategy games
iv spent most of my life today playing video games and im doing reviews on games that got me to where i am now
thank you so much for creating this game you've changed my life in more ways than 1 and the game itself has endured the trials
of time and still is one of the better WWII vehicle simulators out there its amazing 10/10. The stealth mechanics are
rudimentary at best. Guard cannot be eluded or lost in anyway once detected, there also seems to be no way to distract them
such as thrown items. Multiple guards gave zero fugs to the pizza box cluttered deck of the ship. You'd think they'd stop to
investigate or something. All weapons are ground pick ups, <b<do not believe the trailer you always start out unarmed. There is
no melee takedown or self-defensive attacks</b> If you get detected while being unarmed you're FUBAR. I want to say you can
sustain 4 to 6 gunshots prior to being killed, who knows there's no HP bar so there's really no way of knowing.

I am not sure having only found a chef's knife on the home map if you were to find a similar quiet weapon if it would be any
use, as there is no corpse disposal or drag mechanic. Assuming that you managed to take down the target stealthfully, it took me
like 3 or so slashes to kill someone, and that wasn't a guard. Though considering how inattentive the guards seem to be with
regards to things out of place who is to say they'd not just continue their patrols right over the corpses and blood-spatter. The
blood-spatter is very... spray painty. If you were take a smallish photoshop brush with a bit of scatter and use red that's basically
what you get here. I slashed? Stabbed... who knows I guess the house owner and blood was everywhere.

In short; Lackluster. 2/10. A very enjoyable MS-DOS inspired collectathon-platformer. I'd recomend to anyone how likes this
style of game.. Everything wrong. No comment more :/. pretty art, interesting puzzles. Very nice game. Small and good but i
don't think worths about 10 dollars. You should wait for the sale.
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